
Scrutiny Monitoring Report – November 2019

This report logs the recommendations made by scrutiny task group and the 
responses from individuals and organisations initial, 6, 12 and 18 months.

Biodiversity Scrutiny Task Group

Parent Committee and date set up: Environment Scrutiny Committee – October 
2018

Members: Councillors Rachel Smith (Chair), Lesley Williams, Paul Hodgkinson, 
Suzanne Williams, Shaun Parsons and Terry Hale.

Reporting date: Cabinet 24 April 2019

Background
In June 2018 a motion was unanimously carried at Gloucestershire County 
Council’s (GCC) Full Council meeting to set up a working group to look at protecting 
and encouraging biodiversity in Gloucestershire.
The task group met four times between October 2018 and April 2019, which 
included hosting a public workshop to explore biodiversity on road verges in 
Gloucestershire with other local authorities and ecological groups.

Recommendation 1
To allocate a sufficient and appropriate budget from within the total costings of every 
major highways project to protect and enhance green infrastructure, bearing in mind 
our commitment to the Green Infrastructure Pledge.

Response: 

Gloucestershire County Council Highways have a robust approach to protecting and 
enhancing green infrastructure and biodiversity as part of our major projects. During 
initial project stages an environmental checklist is completed to identify potential 
environmental constraints including features, habitats and species – this allows 
relevant specialists to become involved in developing the project in a sensitive 
manner from an early stage. The green infrastructure and biodiversity assets within 
and around a project are identified by environmental specialists (including 
ecologists, landscape architects and arboriculturalists) through a combination of 
desk-top research, consultation with relevant council officers and site surveys.
 
Our specialists work with design teams to challenge proposals and identify 
opportunities to avoid, reduce, mitigate or offset the green infrastructure and 
biodiversity impacts of a project and, if possible, deliver enhancements. Subject to 
the level of potential impact and consenting regime for a project, environmental 
assessment is undertaken following industry best practice to report on the existing 



situation, the expected change resulting from the project, proposed mitigation 
measures and the overall significance of impact. 

Landscape and environmental design proposals are produced accompanied by 
specifications in order to achieve the intended environmental outcome. Where 
actions are required to protect environmental features during construction, 
Environmental Management Plans are produced detailing processes and exclusion 
areas that will be followed by the contractor and identifying where watching briefs 
may be required by specialists during specific activities or seasons.

Recommendation 2
To undertake to create a business case for allowing a greater collection of grass 
cuttings whilst managing verges through the purchase of suitable machinery.

Response:

Our contractor Ringway has obtained some initial costs and looked at the feasibility 
of undertaking this work on the county Highway network.

Unfortunately it is not practical to use the available cut and clear equipment on all 
Highway verges so only a limited number of flat clear sites would be suitable. This 
may change when other appropriate equipment is designed and comes on to the 
market.

An initial estimate shows an approximate 8 fold increase in the costs of cutting and 
collecting as opposed to a standard flail cut. Again this uplift cost may reduce with 
the availability of suitable equipment.

It may be a number of years before the action of grass cutting removal has the 
desired effect of reducing nitrogen levels in the verge. This would improve wild 
flower diversity and provide some reduction in verge cut and clear costs.

Recommendation 3
To commit to using low fertility treatments as an alternative to top soil, where this 
involves no extra cost.

Members learnt in the workshop that using alternatives such as chalk, limestone or 
even sand have the potential to save time and money, both on creation and during 
future management. Not only do low-fertility treatments reduce grass growth but 
they also allow wildflowers to thrive.

Response:

Embed no or low fertility treatments in scheme design and following Plantlife’s new 
technical guidance (see Recommendation 4 below) We will take care to avoid using 
too much top soil for tree planting/landscaping which can harm surrounding low 



nutrient grassland/ wildflower vegetation. The default will normally be to not use top 
soil. Bare surfaces can be roughened up to allow colonisation by or seeding with 
appropriate wild flowers. This approach should also save costs. 

County and District Ecologists to make appropriate comments in all planning 
application consultations involving new roads including those of Highways England, 
e.g. A 417 missing link, improvements to J10 (11) of the M5, A40, large new 
strategic developments etc.

Recommendation 4

To commit to reviewing the ‘Plantlife’ technical guidance when available, to 
incorporate any practical points into the verge management strategy where possible 
and feed this back to members.

Response: 

Plantlife’s technical guidance was due spring 2019 but was only released on 27th 
September and can be found at https://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk/our-
work/publications/road-verge-management-guide . Officers are reviewing its content 
which will serve as useful detailed background information and advice. The County 
Council’s Biodiversity Guidance will be further updated accordingly to generally 
follow the Plantlife publication.

See also Recommendation 3 above

Recommendation 5

To consider the best way to mark and identify protected verges ‘on the ground’ as 
well as updating the electronic register.

There were examples given during the workshop where sub-contractors managing 
the verges have accidently cut on a protected verge. Examples such as marking the 
beginning and end of a protected verge with a white post were highlighted.

Response: 

A review has determined that the most practical and cost efficient solution is to use 
road studs in the carriageway to mark the beginning and ends of all registered 
Conservation Road Verges (as shown in the 2019 update which consists of just over 
100 verges across the county). Work to install studs has been issued to the 
contractor and should be complete by spring 2020.

If parishes want additional marking, e.g. small signs on posts, then they can do this 
at their own cost and subject to County Highways agreement.

GPS use by tractor drivers/mowing operatives is to be introduced in the medium 

https://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk/our-work/publications/road-verge-management-guide
https://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk/our-work/publications/road-verge-management-guide


term (2021 to 2023) to map areas to be cut. This can be extended to locating 
Conservation Road Verges etc. so they are left or cut at the right time of year.

Recommendation 6

To feedback to Ringway, as the new term maintenance contractors, the Council’s 
view of taking a flexible approach when it comes to the timing and frequency of 
verge cuts.

The group agreed that the later the cut into the growing season (generally April to 
early July), the more likely it is to cause a disadvantage to flora, flowering and 
seeding. It was noted however that road safety must be the governing factor when 
considering timing/frequency of cuts throughout the year.

Response:

Following Plantlife’s new technical guidance (2019) determine what might be 
possible in 2020/2021.

We will engage with Ringway (Dec to March 2019) to trial some flexibility being built 
into the periods and frequencies for cutting visibility splays and also the main cut 
with the aim of improving biodiversity and lowering costs in the longer term.

Recommendation 7

To write to Highways England to feedback the recommendations and findings of this 
report. 

Response: 

Ongoing consultations with Highways England on major projects, including A417 
missing link scheme, where new/changed cuttings and embankments provide 
opportunities for wildflower enhancement.

Recommendations and feedback have not yet been sent formally to Highways 
England until reviewed by Scrutiny (Environment & Communities) November 2019.

See also Recommendation 3 above

Recommendation 8

To encourage better engagement with parish/town council’s regarding the 
delegation of verge management and awareness of biodiversity. 
The group acknowledge that this engagement could also come from members 
within their own parish/town Council’s. Therefore, there would be a request to 
officers to produce a short information sheet covering the following, for all members 
to distribute as they wish within their areas: 



 How GCC can support parish/town council’s to take responsibility for their 
own verge management. 

 Awareness of biodiversity e.g. examples of recommendations from this report 
and exemplar cases such as Cold  Aston Parish

Response:

A suitable information sheet for parish/town councils will take some time to collate 
but it should be focused on biodiversity conservation but also include reference to  
Plantlife & GCC guidance, safety requirements, verge cultivation licences, litter 
picking, weed control and new emerging approaches to managing Conservation 
Road Verge’s, top soil use, plus cut and clear methods etc.

Update GCC guidance and supporting text of website page 
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/highways/plans-policies-procedures-
manuals/biodiversity-and-highways/  to indicate GCC has a programme of trying to 
improve biodiversity on verges which is being rolled out in phases

By end of 2019 – update GCC guidance and on website page add a few references 
to GCC’s evolving work on improving biodiversity on verges.

Compile draft information sheet for parishes by February 2020 and agree final 
version for April 2020

https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/highways/plans-policies-procedures-manuals/biodiversity-and-highways/
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